
BUS / TRUCK PARKING INFORMATION
160 Plochmann Lane, Woodstock, NY 12498

Bus should take Rt. 212 to Plochmann La.  View: turning right onto driveway.  Read L to R

(GOOGLE MAPS VIEW ON THE LAST PAGE)



The recommended route, with or without an equipment trailer attached, is to pull to the left and reverse
in.  We have cleared offending branches from the woods.  Below are pictures of the front and back 
area.  Cars need to get past the bus and into the rear lot.  It's also Sandy Helm's driveway.  A semi 
or tour bus may be able to park in the rear lot IF an engine does not need to be running, but anything 
within view of Sandy's bay windows is discouraged.  Her house shares a wall with Levon Helm 
Studios.

                     FRONT LOT    REAR LOT

                   limited staff parking area staff / musician parking
                        ticket booth on left
 

Bus parking is on the LEFT in both pictures

                                            --In above picture, the bus parks along the woods pointing 
       towards the ticket booth, with enough room for a car to 

                       pass on the right--



LOAD-IN is the glass doors under the awning.  A tour bus will fit under the awning, with the exception
of certain winter difficulties.  There is a ramp on the right that can be used for load-in.  With 16'-24' 
box trucks we have pulled a loading ramp from the truck to the deck by the doors, bypassing the stairs. 
There is still a 4”-5” lip at the door.  There is a good amount of space outside for dead cases.  There is a
handicap ramp to the right in the photo.

All vehicles must be cleared of the awning after load-in.

The bay windows on the right are Sandy's living room and we do our best to respect her privacy.



GOOGLE MAPS VIEW

The small driveway marked with a red “X” has been deemed inaccessible.  
The largest lot is Guest Parking.


